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By Daveia Odoi

DISCLAIMER
The information contained within this eBook is strictly for educational purposes. 
If you wish to apply ideas contained in this eBook, you are taking full responsibility 

for your actions. 

The author has made every effort to ensure the accuracy of the information 
within this book was correct at time of publication. The author does not assume 
and hereby disclaims any liability to any party for any loss, damage, or disruption 
caused by errors or omissions, whether such errors or omissions result from 

accident, negligence, or any other cause.

Last Updated: February 15, 2018
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Introduction
Hi There!

So you have a business? That’s awesome! How’s it going for you? Great or 
not so great?

Well, if you’re anything like me, then you must love the sound of coins falling 
beautifully into your piggy bank, *CHA-CHING* [this is the great part]. And 
you probably hate the sound of coins dropping hard on the floor and then 
rolling down the drain, *PLOP*, *ROLL*, *POOF!* [the not so great part]. 

As Your Visual Branding Advisor, I want to help you pick up those coins 
before they roll away by showing you how great design brings greater results 
in growing your business and becoming more profitable.

In this guide, I highlight my five reasons why your current branding may be 
sinking your business. I’ll also provide helpful suggestions on what to do to 
keep it afloat.

-- Daveia Odoi
www.VisualBrandingAdvisor.com
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What Is Branding? 
I like to think about branding as the imprint left behind; the physical proof 
that something/someone was here.

The term “branding” in the business sense is the strategic method used by 
companies to stay in the forefront of their customer’s memory at all times 
because doing so has a direct impact on sales.

This is why branding initiatives are typically led by a company’s marketing 
department and engulf a huge percentage of the company’s budget. Without 
it, companies will eventually lose customers, lose money, and therefore, will 
have to close business.  *POOF!*

For the remainder of this book, we will pay close attention to the benefits of 
visual branding as that is my area of expertise. 

Visual branding focuses on the effect of graphical content used to represent 
a business and to market the various products and/or services offered by it’s 
brand.
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#1: Your Branding Says ‘You’re Untrustworthy’
Let’s think about this. 
We’ve all come across sketchy looking websites or saw a product on a store 
shelf that made us subconsciously say “eww, next”. Without even thinking 
twice, we move on to something else because what we just saw gave us a 
bad experience. 

What just happened? 
Whenever your brand delivers a bad experience to a potential customer, 
that customer will associate a sense of distrust towards your business. This 
is important to understand because no one spends money in something they 
can’t trust.

Never forget that your branding is constantly communicating on your behalf. 
The moment your branding is hard to understand or is presented poorly, 
your ideal customer will think that you’re trying to pull a fast one on them; 
especially if your product or service comes with a high price tag. ‘Why are 
you asking me to part with my hard earned cash for something that looks so 
worthless?’

How to fix it. 
Great visual branding will instantly build trust or at least create curiosity in 
favor of your business. Therefore, resolve to always have visuals that are 
easy to read, quick to understand, pleasant to look at and promote a positive 
experience.

Save Your Branding Tip #1:
• stick to one or two easy to read fonts
• use colors that agree with your brand message
• when in doubt, hire a professional

YOUR TAKE AWAY: 
Poorly Designed Visuals Communicates No Credibility
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#2: Your Branding Screams ‘Amateur!’
Let’s think about this. 
How often do you invest top dollar in people or entities with little to no 
experience? Hardly ever. This is why interns exchange gaining experience for 
little to no monetary reward. In other words, amateurs don’t get paid.

What just happened? 
When your visual branding is executed poorly, potential customers will 
question how well you can do what it is you say you do. 

People today are very busy so when your product or service is scanned over, 
they’re actually trying to figure out, as quickly as possible, if you can solve 
their problem. 

Hence your visual branding has to be on point! Literally, you’ll only have 
seconds to capture their attention. If in a quick glance your customer can’t 
tell that you’re the right person for the job, they will look elsewhere. 

How to fix it. 
Good branding helps to quickly depict the promises you speak of while 
establishing you and your brand as the expert on the subject matter. 
Therefore, always present your brand in a way that makes you look like you 
know what you’re doing. 

Save Your Branding Tip #2:
• use even spacing and proper alignment
• don’t use pictures that are blurry or grainy
• be sure to have correct grammar and spelling

YOUR TAKE AWAY: 
Amateurs Don’t Get Paid
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#3: Your Branding Doesn’t Target Anyone
Let’s think about this. 
What would happen if your arts & crafts store held a clearance sale but you 
only told the construction workers outside your storefront? Doubt your 
items would sell out? Yeah, I doubt so too. What if the same sale was sent to 
the teachers, parents and students at the elementary school located across 
the street? *CHA-CHING!*

What just happened? 
Your branding is the one place where you don’t want to fish with a wide net. 
When your message doesn’t target anyone in particular, no one will respond 
to your call for action. The same applies when your message fails to speak 
to the very people who need what you’re offering the most. Therefore, you 
must find out who your target audience is to get the best results out of your 
branding efforts. 

How to fix it. 
To find your target audience, seek out the common thread between your 
potential customers and speak to that commonality. This can be done in 
many ways; from the language (like certain catch phrases) to your brand’s 
color scheme and choice of photos, to even where you place your branded 
materials. 

Save Your Branding Tip #3:
• find the similarities between your customers
• design for them, not for yourself
• advertise where your audience can see you

YOUR TAKE AWAY: 
Your Branding Is All About Your Audience, Not You
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#4: Your Branding Is Inconsistent
Are you thinking yet? 
What is brand consistency and why is it important? Brand consistency is 
essentially you telling your customers over and over again, who you are and 
why they need you. 

What just happened? 
Our minds process hundreds of thousands of messages per day. So much so 
that we kind of garble it all up and tuck it away somewhere. Yet, each time 
a familiar message comes through, a tiny flag is raised higher and higher out 
of our garbled mess. Before you know it, the message all of a sudden breaks 
through the obscurity into visibility. That message is your brand. 

How to fix it. 
Once you’ve found your target audience and honed in on your message, you 
must put in the work to speak to your audience on a consistent basis. You 
want to develop a sense of safety through familiarity with your consumer 
base. This is why big brands use the same jingle, tagline, spokesperson, 
emotion, language, etc. in their advertising for a set amount of years. 

Yes, years! It takes time for your audience to recognize who you are so be 
patient with your branding. Commit to delivering your brand’s message over 
and over again and you’ll see big improvements in your responses.

Save Your Branding Tip #4:
• use the same colors in all of your branding
• use the same brand name across all social media
• output your message in the same voice, every time

YOUR TAKE AWAY: 
If Content Is King, Then Consistency Is Queen
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#5: Your Branding Is Forgettable
Let’s think about this. 
What are the most iconic brands you can think of? Better yet, which of the 
biggest brands were almost dead but somehow bounced back to life? The 
two that come to my mind are  
Apple and Old Spice. 

What just happened? 
Apple and Old Spice are two long-standing brands that went through some 
serious lows before hitting some amazing highs. 

How did they do it? They perfected their overall branding by strategically 
employing the very tips shared in this guide. Of course they didn’t learn what 
to do from me but we can all learn what to do in our branding from them.

How to fix it. 
The key to being unforgettable is to not blend in but rather stand out. So 
don’t be afraid to do something different as long as it is done well. People 
remember and revisit good experiences so learn how to generate good 
experiences through your branding and repeat that over and over. You can 
start by incorporating the 4 previous lessons presented in this guide. Now go 
back and review!

Save Your Branding Tip #5:
• learn from a brand who gets it right
• highlight what makes your own brand unique
• be awesome... be awesome... be awesome!

YOUR TAKE AWAY: 
Whatever You Do, Do It Well To Be Unforgettable
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#1:  Your Branding Says ‘You’re Untrustworthy’
 Poorly Designed Visuals Communicates No Credibility

#2:  Your Branding Screams ‘Amateur!’
 Amateurs Don’t Get Paid

#3:  Your Branding Doesn’t Target Anyone
 Your Branding Is All About Your Audience, Not You

#4:  Your Branding Is Inconsistent 
 If Content Is King, Then Consistency Is Queen

#5:  Your Branding Is Forgettable
 Whatever You Do, Do It Well To Be Unforgettable

Quiz Time! Let’s Test What You’ve Learned. 
You’re selling denture cream. The age range of your target 
audience is likely over 65. Should your product brochure 

about your denture cream use 8pt or 14pt font size?

Tweet your answer to me at @DaveiaOdoi to get a fun Twitter chat going!

5THE    REASONS WHY YOUR BRANDING
IS SINKING YOUR BUSINESS
A N D  H O W  T O  S A V E  I T RECAP
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